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Research on Alumni
Development and giving
Services to alumni, effective 
communications strategies

Learning outcomes, engagement, 
academic and curricular planning, 
recruiting, program review and 
program evaluation

Not 
much

Lots
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Analysis and Public Accountability
• Test assumptions and assertions (“brain 

drain”)
• Accreditation:  HLC-NCA, ABET, and most 

others
• Margaret Spellings 4th question: What will 

they do after they graduate?
• The Secretary of Education's Commission 

on the Future of Higher Education (2006)
• Voluntary System of Accountability (2007)
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Voluntary System of Accountability – AASCU and NASULGC
Launch Nov 2007
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1. To develop an Alumni Profile for each academic program, which 
would include a range of demographic, participation, and 
educational impact measures, and which would be available to 
academic departments and programs and the public

2. To expand research on policy issues and the value of a UW-
Madison degree 

3. To investigate and develop as needed the data systems to 
support the first two goals; to enrich and systematize information 
on alumni so that it will serve programmatic and institutional 
needs

4. To develop the stakeholder relationships necessary to 
successfully achieve these goals

Project Goals
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• Alumni Profile for each academic 
program 
• Include degree information, 
addresses, employment, continued 
engagement, perceived value of a 
UW-Madison degree, evident value 
of a UW-Madison degree
• Base it on unit record data*
• Linked to student records*

Idea
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Alumni Profile

100%100%% Who agree that UW-Madison education “made 
a difference”

73%100%% Providing employment info

95%77%% Continued engagement (through WAA)

75%3%% Ever made a donation

87%68%% Employed in occupation related to major

8%12%% Minority
36%45%% Living in WI

42%50%% Female

6-10 
years out

1-5 years 
out

Level: Bachelors
Major: Jurassic Studies
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And if we have a unit record 
alumni data set, 

then we have a powerful 
resource for analysis and for 
talking about the experience 

of graduates.
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Enrollment Management Continuum

PreCollege
Program 
Prospects

Prospective
Applicants Applicants

For 
Admissions

Admitted
Applicants

Enrolled
Students

Graduates

PreCollege
Program 

Participants

Alumni

Each box represents points along the continuum when source data is collected. 
Source data for individuals represented by boxes above the line are stored in a 
central data source.  All reports should be generated from source data.

Slide concept: Joanne Berg, VP Enrollment Mgmt 8/05

Drop Outs

Transfer 
Outs
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Fragmented 
alumni data 
with limited 

general 
usefulness Unified collection 

system structured for 
operational, programmatic 
and institutional uses.

GOING FROM 
THIS….

…..TO THIS

IMAGINE: 
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Information Flow
• Collection 

• Storage
• Audit and Analysis 

(who knows the data best *)

• Reporting 
– Official reporting
– Internal reporting

• Making use of information

Distributed Entry

Central,
shared
system

*Data 
Custodians

*IR

Slide Concept: Joanne Berg, AVC Enrollment Mgmt 8/05
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1. To develop an Alumni Profile for each academic program, which 
would include a range of demographic, participation, and 
educational impact measures, and which would be available to 
academic departments and programs and the public

2. To expand research on policy issues and the value of a UW-
Madison degree 

3. To investigate and develop as needed the data systems to 
support the first two goals; to enrich and systematize information 
on alumni so that it will serve programmatic and institutional 
needs

4. To develop the stakeholder relationships necessary to 
successfully achieve these goals

Project Goals
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JLM starts thinking about using alumni data for program 
review, assessment; interest in how alumni exhibit value of 
education.

Registrar’s Office and WAA roles refined;  RO has student 
and degree records; WAA has alumni records; APA initiates 
partnership with WAA and gains access to the alumni data.

Established a productive partnership; CH learned how to 
use WAA’s data; proof of concept; first analytical reports 
(brain drain issues); prototype Alumni Profile; presented to 
on-campus audiences.  

Coat-tailed on WAA directory web project; developed “high-
value questions” to be embedded in the new WAA directory 
web site; tried to sell idea to schools/colleges; presented 
work at a regional IR meeting.

Waited for the data to accumulate; produced the first annual 
Alumni Profiles; Showcase 2007 presentation. 

Produce the second annual Alumni Profiles; WISCAPE 
presentation; re-evaluate.  

2001

Spring
2004

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08
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•UW-Madison Registrar’s Office:
–Degree records, student records, 
demographics

•Wisconsin Alumni Association 
(WAA) and UW Foundation 

–Alumni addresses, employment 
information, spouses, engagement 
(WAA membership, donations, etc)

Available Data Elements

18

• Degree information:  100%
• Alumni addresses:  >90% (NCOA)
• WAA/UW Foundation engagement:  100%

• Employer:  <50%
• Job title (free form): ~50%

• UW-Madison “made a difference”: 0 %,  
unconnected, scattered survey data

Alumni Data Quality
350,000 living alumni
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•Degree information:  100%
• Alumni addresses:  >90% (NCOA)
• WAA/UW Foundation engagement:  100%

• Employer:  <50%
• Job title (free form): ~50%

• UW-Madison “made a difference”: 0 %,  
unconnected, scattered survey data

Alumni Data Quality
350,000 living alumni

improve
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• Employer:  <50%
• Job title (free form): ~50%

Build pick lists
Needs more work

Improve Employment Data
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•UW-Madison “made a difference”: 
unconnected, scattered survey data

Designed a set of “high-value” questions for 
the WAA directory 

Buy in from school/college dean’s offices 
and University Assessment Council

Sources: ACT Alumni Outcomes Survey, 
UIPUI Alumni Survey

Perception of Value-Added

22
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- Alumni update their contact and employment 
information
- Undergraduates from the past 10 years are 
invited to answer high-value questions
- “Ask me later” or “Never ask me” choice
- Respondents are asked again when they  
change information or after two years
- 8 questions fit on two screens
- Can answer any subset of questions
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WAA Data Set
(Annual Data File) 

Student 
Records

Alumni Profiles, Analytical Reports
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http://apa.wisc.edu/Alumni/alumni_profiles.html

Student record information and WAA records
compiled into Alumni Profiles
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Where in the USA Do UW-Madison Alumni Live? 
Clare Huhn, April 2007
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Where Do Alumni (Past 10 Years) Live?
• 51% live in Wisconsin

68% of those who were WI residents
10% of those who were “alumni transplants”
46% in Dane County (c.f. 13% of Wisconsin’s 

population)
• 75% live in the Midwest region of the United States.
• Half live in 9 metro areas in 5 states - Madison, Milwaukee, 
Green Bay, Appleton, Minneapolis/St.Paul, Chicago, New 
York and Los Angeles.
• Expanding to 2/3rds: Beloit/Janesville, Oshkosh, Racine, 
San Francisco, San Diego, Seattle, Phoenix, Washington 
D.C. 
• Net out-migration of ~11,000 to other states

1. Direct measures – not inferred from 
census data or surveys or other sources. 
2. Connects student and alumni records. 

30

% Bachelor’s Alumni Living in WI

434253All

373752
Letters and 
Science

484951Human Ecology

334049Engineering

535865Education

535664CALS

454045Business

>20 yr6-20 yr1-5 yr
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Top 10 Lists

Best practice?  Nature of the discipline? Other? 

Live in WI
(1-10 yr)

Engaged with WAA 
(1-10yr)

German – 88%
Dairy Sci – 83%
Natural Sci – 81%
Ag Education -80%
Clin Lab Sci – 77%
Chemistry – 77%
Agronomy – 76%
Physician Ass’t – 74%
Animal Sci – 72%
Poultry Sci – 72%
Art Education – 72%

Bus:Real Estate – 33%
Family, Consumer and 
Community Journalism – 30%
Journalism – 29%
Jewish Studies – 29%
Bus:Information Sci – 28%
Bus:Mgm’t and HR – 27%
Political Science – 27%
Applied Math, Physics and 
Engineering – 27%
Bus:Marketing – 27%
Consumer Sci – 26%

32

Findings - Among bachelor’s alumni who graduated 
within the past 10 years: 

• 94% agree education has improved the quality of their life
• 92% employed or enrolled in a degree program or both 
• 22% enrolled in on-going education 
• 44% have plans for further coursework 

• 88% are employed full-time (81%) or part-time (7%)
82% - problem solving, written and verbal 

communication, and other general skills are related/ 
highly related to current position 

60% - their current position is related/highly related to 
the major of their UW-Madison degree 

79% - their current position prepared them well/ 
exceptionally well for current employment 

83% earn $30,000 or more annually
34% earn $60,000 or more annually
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882294All

862593Letters and Science

942590Human Ecology

922096Engineering

951391Education

862297CALS

901496Business

Employed

Enrolled in 
Courses or 

Degree 
Program

UW education 
improved your 
quality of life

Quality of Life, Employment, 
Schooling

Percent of 
Bachelor’s 

Alumni:
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Alumni Profiles Provide Answers: 
• Organized information, analysis and reports on the 
undergraduate experience from the alumni perspective 
• Publicly available

Potential Cost Savings for Departments:
• The WAA directory eliminates the need for 
departments to keep and maintain a duplicate database 
of alumni information
• The embedded survey questions provide outcomes 
information without costly alumni surveys every year
• Departments that want more detailed survey 
information or analysis can use the WAA information 
sources as a starting point 
• Departments can link into the WAA directory and re-
direct students to a more lengthy program-specific 
survey
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Summary of Success
- Established a partnership between APA and WAA
- Linked the alumni data and the student records
- Demonstrated value of unit record alumni information
- Analytical approach to a policy question – where alumni live –
from a direct source, no inference
- Developed an Alumni Profile 

- with summary information on key indicators 
- with indicators of how education “made a difference”
- with indicators of continued engagement
- unique approach (we think)
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Summary of Success
- Established a partnership between APA and WAA
- Linked the alumni data and the student records
- Demonstrated value of unit record alumni information
- Analytical approach to a policy question – where alumni live –
from a direct source, no inference
- Developed an Alumni Profile 

- with summary information on key indicators of success
- with indicators of how education “made a difference”
- with indicators of continued engagement
- unique approach (we think)

We still have a limit ….
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~60,000 alumni

38

~60,000 alumni
1,113 responses
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39Alumni provide information voluntarily
Academic units need to help

40
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Summary of Success
- Established a partnership between APA and WAA
- Linked the alumni data and the student records
- Demonstrated value of unit record alumni information
- Analytical approach to a policy question – where alumni live – from a direct 
source, no inference
- Developed an Alumni Profile 

- with summary information on key indicators of success
- with indicators of how education “made a difference”
- with indicators of continued engagement
- unique approach (we think)

Challenge: Get alumni traffic to the WAA directory,
build awareness, engage academic units.

Next Alumni Profile release date:  April 2008 
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DISCUSSION
QUESTIONS
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